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Frederick toasted Amadeus with his cherry juice. 
»Well then, here’s to freedom!« 
»To freedom!« replied Amadeus, raising his glass of red wine. 
The two sat opposite each other in comfortable leather arm-

chairs in a cosy bar. A tea light was lit on the table. It was embed-
ded in a pretty little table decoration. Soft background music made 
the numerous voices at the neighbouring tables indistinct. 

Frederick spoke. »I have been searching for so long for the truth 
that would set me free, just like you. But the more I know, the more 
I realise I know nothing.«

Amadeus sipped his red wine.
»There’s a vast amount of information The question is which of 

it’s useful to you. Which information will take you further, make 
you wiser and happier and help you master your life? Which of your 
stored information serves others, serves big corporations, banks or 
‘the state’? Who is ‘the state’? Have you ever asked yourself that?«

Frederick thought. 
»No, not really. The politicians are puppets and PR agents of 

capital and fi rst and foremost pursue the interests of the family 
clans, who own the banks, insurance companies, the oil and chemi-
cal industries, the weapons factories and the reconstruction indus-
try. I’ve already realised that,« he said. 

Amadeus smiled.
»Then you’ve already understood a lot. How long have you 

known that?«
Frederick thought.
»Not so long. I recently spent a lot of time researching the sub-

ject of history and its political background and tried to fi nd out the 
truth. So many times I thought I’d found it. I’ve also discussed it 
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with others. I’ve observed that one can also get lost in it, or become 
frustrated or even depressed. Some people, for example, have only 
redistributed the guilt from World War II to others again and again. 
But I didn’t stop there and dug even deeper. That’s how I realised 
that lies are within lies within lies and you have to work your way 
through all these lies to get to the core of the onion. 

Then you can’t limit the matter to only one field of knowledge 
either. So I noticed that all my life information has been forcibly 
fed into me, as if they wanted to fill me and everyone else with a 
standard pink porridge. For this I first went to kindergarten, then 
school by force, then to higher education. If I swallowed the stand-
ard pink porridge without protest, I got an A. If I asked uncomfort-
able questions and didn’t eat it obediently, then my performance 
or I was downgraded with a bad mark.

Then came television, the environment, newspapers and books 
as well for further conditioning. Throughout my long life I’ve only 
rehashed this information, like a ruminating cow, an information 
cow, which you milk when the time comes. Milking in this case is 
skimming off the bulk of my work performance and redistributing 
it to the animal’s owner, the warder, the ‘state’, the ‘deep state’, the 
powers behind the state – whoever they may be«.

»Yes, exactly,« Amadeus replied and looked up.
»Most people never come to this realisation in their whole lives. 

You’re already more advanced than others. Ask yourself if you still 
need all your school knowledge today. Is it useful to you?

If you answer that question in the negative, the question arises 
as to who it then benefits. Who’s created the contents of your con-
sciousness? After all, it’s made you the man you are today.

So the next question is: ‘How do you get rid of that nonsense?’ – 
and that’s more difficult than you think.«

»Do you think it’s necessary?« Frederick asked, looking rather 
hopeless. 

»Of course,« replied Amadeus. »Everything you think you 
know now influences the decisions you make in your life. If you 
are small-minded, you won’t achieve anything great. If you think 
you’re a loser, you’ll fail. If you have a lot of fears, you won’t dare to 
break out of the snail’s shell which your consciousness and abilities 
have been locked up in.

Just think about this. Wouldn’t it have been better for you as a 
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human being if you had received knowledge about non-violent com-
munication, about psychology, conflict resolution, about building 
self-esteem, healthy diet and lifestyle, self-healing, self-learning 
methods, the principles of increasing physical performance, the 
principles of a happy life, how to cope with fears, something about 
raising children, knowledge about your basic rights, their meaning 
for you and the human community and how to claim them, etc.? 
Why did you – why did we all – not learn about this in school and 
who benefits from it? 

Those are the important central questions when you question 
the educational system. And there you have to ask yourself: ‘Have 
I acquired independent information from within myself’ or ‘Have 
I developed my world view through my own observation of nature 
and my own conclusions?’

Today you already know that most people will have to answer in 
the negative. Some may not even understand what is meant. They 
can hardly imagine that information can also be gained through 
your own observations of nature or even directly from the source of 
all being, simply through your own purity, through service to your 
neighbour, observation, orientation, asking, waiting and receiving. 
This is possible, I’ve experienced this both from people I know and 
through my own research. But you don’t learn this in school. You 
learn it only through countless detours in the school of life or from 
a true knower. But you also have to be ready for it yourself. And 
knowledgeable people aren’t as numerous as sand on the seashore. 
They’re usually very thin on the ground.« 

»You talk as if you know such people,« Frederick was curious. 
»Maybe,« Amadeus said evasively.
Then he turned to Frederick and became more serious.
»When you think about your ‘education’, you will realise that in 

the end almost all of the content of your consciousness is just in-
formation implanted in you for a specific purpose. You can see that 
only a small part of the content of your consciousness helps YOU 
to live YOUR life in abundance and joy. At school you hardly learn 
anything that helps you to love unconditionally. You hardly learn 
anything about real life. You learn to submit, to prepare for your 
working life and to see this as something completely normal. In the 
training for your job, your integration into the system of predatory 
capitalism will be further optimised for the benefit of the banking 
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clans. All your life you have been conditioned and trained for use, 
like a dog or a dairy cow. That’s the ‘normal’ life of the vast major-
ity of people. This isn’t new. Friedrich Schiller already expressed it 
like this in his time: 

“The usual goal of the earliest education is subjugation of the 
spirit, and of all the educational tricks this almost always suc-
ceeds first,”« 

Amadeus quoted and added:
»This has been your life so far, and the life of the vast majority 

of people. Now the question arises: Do you want such a dairy-cow 
life or do you want to increase happiness and love in your life and 
perhaps even love in the world?«

Amadeus looked at Frederick intensely.
The latter seemed a bit depressed and complained:
»I can hardly cope with my life. How am I supposed to take care 

of others or the world?«
Amadeus understood Frederick only too well and said: 
»That too is intentional. As long as you have to fight for your own 

survival, you don’t care about others. That’s how charity is kept out 
of the world. That’s also why the working hours are 8 hours long 
and the reward as an employee is usually only enough to satisfy 
your own material needs. It’s not enough for world improvement 
projects. Entrepreneurs, too, always have to fight. There’s a system 
to all this – at least that’s what my teacher says.«

Frederick looked at Amadeus in disbelief.
»Your teacher? You have a teacher?«
And with a slightly mocking undertone he added: »I thought 

you’d left school long ago at your age.«
Amadeus smiled.
»Well, you know that learning in life never stops. I chose a teach-

er myself for the first time, because I saw he’d realised many things 
I also wanted for myself.«

»And what’s that?« Frederick wanted to know.
»Courage for the truth, consistent turning away from lies, 

strength, courage, willingness to sacrifice, devotion, consistent will 
to serve your neighbor. I’ve experienced profound all-embracing 
wisdom, I’ve experienced enormous physical strength and power 
and enormous strength of will and concentration. But what has im-
pressed me most is his persistent love for the whole, even for the 


